**CIC GARAGE PARKING:** (approaching CIC Bldg from the airport using Forbes Avenue)

- Turn LEFT onto S. Craig Street
- Turn RIGHT onto Winthrop Street
- Turn RIGHT onto S. Neville Street
- Turn slight LEFT (just before the train tracks) into CIC parking garage; park in any space on Level G2, G3 or G4
- Find the double bank of elevators to the “L” level of the building; (the single elevator only goes up from G1)
- Walk into Atrium area; Turn RIGHT; Turn RIGHT again into the next bank of elevators to get to the CIC Offices. Go to the 2nd Floor. The CyLap Reception area is to the right of the double elevators.

**WHEN LEAVING THE PARKING GARAGE:**

- You can stop to pay at the Blue Kiosk on the Lobby Level before you go to your car or you may issue payment at the gate.

**IF YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN A PRE-PAID VALIDATION TICKET,** please insert your parking entry ticket first and the pre-paid validation ticket that you received from us after that for payment.

If for any reason the gate does not lift, please push the help button and a guard will be able to lift the gate for you at that time. Please explain that you are a CMU guest and received a pre-paid validation ticket that did not work properly.

**PLEASE USE CAUTION!**

There is a two-way traffic flow along the entrance that is located to the right of the parking gates.

---

**AFTER PARKING ON LEVEL G2, G3, OR G4**

(Please be sure to bring your parking entry ticket with you.) You CAN park in “car pool parking only” spaces.

Head to the double bank of elevators (single elevator is a freight elevator and does not stop for “up” on any level other than G1); the elevators are at the opposite end of where you pulled in and face the railroad tracks.

Take the Elevator to the Lobby Level; Exit the elevators into the main lobby area, turn right and right again to the next bank of elevators; take to the 2nd Floor.

Exit the elevator and go through the double doors into the CyLab Reception area.

**The approximate GPS address for a spot that is located very near to the entrance of this garage is:**

409 S. Neville Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15213

CyLab Reception: 412-268-5715